Development of bullwhip neurons in the embryonic chicken retina.
We have recently described large, unipolar neurons (named bullwhip cells) that regulate the proliferation of progenitors in the circumferential marginal zone (CMZ) of the postnatal chicken retina (Fischer et al. [2005] J. Neurosci. 25:10157-10166; [2006] J. Comp. Neurol. 496:479-494). There are only about 240 bullwhip cells in the entire retina, and these cells are easily identified by their unique morphology and immunoreactivity for glucagon, glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP1), and substance P. The purpose of this study was to elucidate the development of bullwhip cells in the embryonic chicken retina. By using bromodeoxyuridine birth dating, we found that the bullwhip cells are generated very early during retinal development, between E4 and E5. Glucagon peptide was first detected in bullwhip cells at about E10, whereas substance P was not detected in the bullwhip cells until E15. Although glucagon peptide is not present during early stages of retinal development, we detected mRNA for glucagon receptor beginning at E7 and mRNA for GLP1 receptor at E5 through E14. Morphological differentiation of the bullwhip cells begins at about E14 and is completed by E18. The bullwhip cells are greatly overproduced, and nearly 80% of these cells undergo apoptotic cell death during late stages of embryonic development. The bullwhip cells that survive are those that project an axon-like process directly toward the CMZ; the cells that project in an inappropriate direction fail to survive. We conclude that cells fated to become bullwhip neurons are generated long before they begin to differentiate and that their survival depends on the orientation of their primary neurite.